Quaderna (Timber): “A series of wood ribs
to form a boat and reinforce it at the same
time”.
(Emerencià Roig: Fishing in Catalonia; 1927)

What is Quaderna?
An artisan consultancy and a workshop of ideas.
As in a shipyard, we do measured and original
projects. We work with an interdisciplinary sight
in order to present solutions as a whole for each
need.

The shipyards build all kinds of boats (...). People
skilled in the sea life, at first glance, through the boats’
shape and some other details, they guess the site
where they have been built.

Quotations and images are extracted from the book
by Emerencià Roig “Fishing in Catalonia”.
Publisher Barcino; Barcelona, 1927.

An expert crew.
An enterprise piloted by skilled people in the
management of institutional evironments and the
development of public, managerial and organizations projects.

Fishermen are skilled people in meteorology, the
knowledge of which acquire with experience, during
many years of sailing. They predict the weather forecast, the state of the sky and the sea, the winds and
clouds in the sky.

What does Quaderna?
We help in decision-making to define and develop projects.

Main working areas:

We work as a net, with the best collaborators and appliances.

Tourism and heritage:

Nets are the most productive and important fishing tackles, as they allow to fish much and more
variety of fish classes.
The navigation appliances are devices conveniently arranged with strings and pols, fishermen
use them to manoeuver at sea.

•
•
•
•

Tourism strategies and projects
Touristic guides, routes and signposting
Museology and museography projects
Planning and production of cultural and heritage
projects. Plans for installations

Organizations’ strategy:
•
•
•
•

Consultation and advice. Knowledge management and specialized training
Editing, contents and programs. Audiovisual
production and websites
Corporate identity, communication and merchandizing development
Plan for corporate social responsability

Sustainability, territory and economic promotion:
•
•
•

Plans for local development and territorial marketing
Strategies for sustainable development and evironmental politics
Commercial and urban revitalisation projects
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